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Background: Prenatal hydronephrosis (PHN) is a term used to describe dilatation of the urinary tract and                
occurs in approximately 1-5% children while in utero1. PHN comprises 15-30% of patients seen in               
paediatric urology clinics. The majority of children will experience spontaneous resolution, but this can              
take up to 36 months or longer to occur2,3. Approximately 25-30% of children diagnosed with PHN will                 
require a surgical intervention to manage an underlying pathology; however, it is challenging to              
distinguish between surgical and non-surgical cases early on. As a result, all children with PHN are                
investigated with serial ultrasound imaging and in some cases, invasive testing with ionizing radiation              
and radioisotope exposure. Still, only a fraction of these children receive surgery. To reduce the               
uncertainty surrounding PHN prognosis, Lorenzo et al were able to predict surgical prognosis with an               
AUC=0.9 from differential renal function, diuretic t1/2 time, and other clinical characteristics. However,             
this model relied on invasive testing, feature engineering, and expert annotation, precluding its integration              
into clinical practice4. These analyses indicate that PHN prognosis is predictable, but the degree to which                
it can be predicted directly from ultrasound images alone and without curated features or invasive testing                
remains untested.  
Objective: Our goal is to automate the surgical prognosis of patients with PHN based on ultrasound                
kidney images. We are the first group to model this outcome without hand-curated features.  
Methods: Ultrasound DICOM images were cropped to remove text annotations and ultrasound beam             
borders and their contrast was normalized using histogram equalization. The images were resized to              
256x256 pixels. Individuals in our data set were divided into a training/validation across 5 folds and each                 
fold was trained independently (n patients=276, n kidneys=1710 ; note that each patient has multiple               
ultrasound images acquired across repeated visits). A held-out test set (n patients=69, n kidneys=211) was               
generated with the most recent patients in the test set in order to evaluate our algorithm’s performance on                  
hypothetical future patients5. Our predictive model was a CNN with the task of predicting surgical               
prognosis from one or two views (sagittal/transverse) from kidney ultrasound images6,7. To consider             
information from one view, we tested a CNN with 7 convolutional layers and 2 linear layers. We then                  
investigated the predictive gain from using information from 2 views using a Siamese CNN architecture.               
We also measured the impact of transfer-learning, comparing three auxiliary tasks to initialize our              
networks and then fine-tune the networks for surgical prognosis: MNIST classification, Optical            
Coherence Tomography (OCT) classification, and an ultrasound patching approach8,9. All models were            
optimized using stochastic gradient descent; we used a learning rate of 0.001 and a momentum of 0.9, as                  
well as early-stopping to prevent overfitting. 
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Results: Our model predicts whether a given kidney will receive surgery with an AUC of 0.923 (95% CI,                  
0.887-0.955) and an AUPRC of 0.753 (95% CI, 0.692-0.821) on a held-out test set when considering both                 
sagittal and transverse views. We use Gradient-weighted Class Activation Maps (Grad-CAMs) to show             
our classifier’s focus on the degree of kidney and ureter dilatation, as well as the parenchyma (Figure 1)10.                  
The AUC drops marginally when training on only one view (sagittal AUC/AUPRC: 0.915/0.766,             
transverse AUC/AUPRC: 0.889/0.763), but this difference is not significant. This finding is useful in              
practice: if a clinician doesn’t have access to a given view, the model can still make a prediction with high                    
accuracy. We find that transferring weights from pretraining tasks (PT) did not improve performance, and               
in some cases, it was marginally worse. This demonstrates the importance of selecting an appropriate               
pretraining task and that pretraining is not always useful in a medical context, a finding that has also been                   
made by other groups11. 
 

 

Figure 1. (a) Grad-CAM showing a kidney with severe PHN, correctly classified as requiring surgery. (b) 
Grad-CAM showing a kidney with severe PHN, correctly classified as not requiring surgery. 
 
Implications for improving quality of care: In this work we developed a classifier which accurately               
discriminates between surgical and non-surgical PHN cases based on 2 ultrasound images of the kidney               
without any feature-engineering. Predicting surgical prognosis in patients with PHN will allow clinicians             
to reduce patient exposures to invasive testing and the number of follow-up visits, particularly in cases                
where the PHN will resolve on its own (Figure 2). Because this decision has many clinical components,                 
including clinical features is likely to enhance the current predictive power of our classifier. Future work                
will include these clinical features, increase the size of our test group to include more positive cases                 
(currently 8.5% in test vs 14.5% in training), and use a non-symmetric loss function to upweight positive                 
cases in our classifier. 
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Figure 2. We propose that our model can be used by clinicians to streamline their workflow and make                  
more confident prognoses earlier. During a patient ultrasound visit, the clinician can augment their              
decision-making process by incorporating our model’s prediction as the probability that the screened             
kidney would require surgery. In this example, the model predicts a high probability of surgery, which                
may motivate the doctor to forego invasive tests and proceed to surgery earlier. 
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